IS THIS THE PARTY YOU WANT?

WHITE SUPREMACY
FOR THE RIGHT

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
OF ALABAMA

or

IS THIS?
LOWNDES COUNTY FREEDOM ORGANIZATION

ONE MAN -- ONE VOTE
LOWNDES COUNTY
FREEDOM ORGANIZATION

THIS IS TO BEAR WITNESS THAT:

__________________________

IS A MEMBER

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

COMMUNITY ____________________________

AGE ___ DATE OF BIRTH ____________

DATE PAID POLL TAX ____________________________

DATE REGISTERED ____________________________

PRECINCT ____________________________

BEAT ____________________________

LOWNDES COUNTY FREEDOM ORGANIZATION

RT. 1, BOX 191

HAYNEVILLE, ALABAMA
VOTING

What is the vote?

VOTING IS THE WAY A CITIZEN Chooses people to represent him in his county, state and federal government. When a citizen votes, he speaks for himself about things that concern his own welfare.

Why vote?

If you don't vote, you give up your right to decide for yourself how you want things to be done in your government. Your voice never gets heard in politics if you don't vote.

How does voting work?

First, you have to be registered. This means you have to go to have your name put on a list along with others who want to vote in elections in your county or state. Then you must pay the poll tax.

Can you vote?

Yes. Any person can be a qualified voter if he or she is at least 21 years old, has lived in the state at least one year, in the county six months and in the precinct three months.
**What is politics?**

Politics is the coming together of people to make decisions about their lives. For example, who is going to be sheriff, who will be elected to the school board, who will be the mayor of your city. However, in the past, Negroes have not been permitted to practice politics. A few people, most of them white, have worked in politics to benefit themselves.

**How have we been kept out of politics?**

1. Certain laws and practices have kept Negroes from voting.
2. Negroes have been kept out of political parties.
3. Negroes have been beaten when they tried to register to vote, and told time and time again that politics and voting were "white folks' business."
4. They have told us that we are not "qualified" to practice politics, that we are not "qualified" to run our own lives! Everyone knows if he will think about it that each and every grown man and woman is just as "qualified" as anyone else to decide what he wants his life to be like. There may be some information that some of us need in order to decide how to go about making our lives what we want them to be, but we can get that information and we can learn it just as well as anyone else C/
5. They have told us that Negroes "just can't stick together."
Why come together?

WHEN YOU COME TOGETHER YOU CAN DETERMINE WHO FROM YOUR OWN COMMUNITY CAN DO THE THING YOU WANT DONE. IF YOU DON'T COME TOGETHER, THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE BEEN RUNNING THE SHOW WILL PUT THEIR OWN CANDIDATES UP AND VOTE FOR PROGRAMS THAT WILL BENEFIT THEM ONLY AND YOU WILL HAVE NO SAY AT ALL.

What can you do when you come together?

IF YOU ARE A QUALIFIED ELECTOR (VOTER), THAT IS, IF YOU HAVE REGISTERED TO VOTE AND PAID THE POLL TAX FOR 2 YEARS, YOU CAN FORM YOUR OWN POLITICAL ORGANIZATION.
PRECINCT 1 is made up of Beats 1, 2, 3, 4, and 20.

PRECINCT 2 is made up of Beats 5, 6, 7, 9, and 21.

PRECINCT 3 is made up of Beats 8 and 10.

PRECINCT 4 is made up of Beat 11.

PRECINCT 5 is made up of Beats 12 and 15.

PRECINCT 6 is made up of Beats 13 and 14.

PRECINCT 7 is made up of Beats 16 and 17.

PRECINCT 8 is made up of Beats 18 and 19.
How can people work together in a political organization?

First of all, we have to stick together. Then we should decide what are our common needs. We can decide this by asking ourselves, "Will this program or this candidate help us and people like ourselves?" Once you have a political organization you can go out and talk to your neighbors and friends and even to strangers, and find others who are willing to work with you.

Why form a political organization?

When you form a political organization you can nominate for office candidates of your own choosing, and in the general election, you can vote to put your candidate into office.

How do you form a political organization in Lowndes County, Alabama?

1. Alabama law says you cannot be a member of a political organization if you are not a qualified elector ** That is, you must be registered to vote and must have paid your poll tax.

2. Alabama law says that any organization of qualified electors can nominate candidates. The date for such meetings is May 3, 1966. The candidates must be nominated at this meeting. The general public may attend this mass meeting, but only members of the political organization may participate in the meeting.
IN LOWNDES COUNTY, YOU CAN NOMINATE CANDIDATES FOR THE OFFICES OF COUNTY SHERIFF, COUNTY TAX ASSESSOR, COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR, COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS, AND CIRCUIT SOLICITORS. ANY QUALIFIED ELECTOR CAN RUN FOR THESE OFFICES.


4. IF A CANDIDATE NOMINATED BY THE ORGANIZATION AT A MASS MEETING RECEIVES 20% OR MORE OF THE VOTE CAST IN THE ELECTION OF NOVEMBER 8, 1966 ELECTION FOR THAT OFFICE, THE ORGANIZATION IS DECLARED BY ALABAMA LAW TO BE A POLITICAL PARTY FOR AND WITHIN THE COUNTY.

IF A CANDIDATE NOMINATED FOR A STATE OR DISTRICT OFFICE RECEIVES 20% OR MORE OF THE VOTE CAST FOR THAT OFFICE IN THE STATE OR DISTRICT, THE ORGANIZATION IS DECLARED BY ALABAMA LAW TO BE A PARTY FOR AND WITHIN THAT STATE OR DISTRICT.

ALABAMA LAW SAYS THAT IF YOU NOMINATE AND RUN YOUR OWN CANDIDATES, YOU CANNOT VOTE IN EITHER THE DEMOCRATIC OR REPUBLICAN PRIMARIES.
What are the rights and privileges of a political organization?

ALABAMA LAW STATES THAT ANY POLITICAL ORGANIZATION HAVING A CANDIDATE ON THE BALLOT MAY APPOINT A PERSON TO WATCH AT EACH POLLING PLACE. THE POLL-WATCHER SHALL BE PERMITTED TO BE PRESENT AT THE PLACE WHERE THE BALLOTS ARE CAST FROM THE TIME THE POLLS ARE OPENED UNTIL THE BALLOTS ARE COUNTED AND CERTIFICATES OF THE RESULT OF THE ELECTION ARE SIGNED BY THE INSPECTORS. THE WATCHERS SHALL BE PERMITTED TO SEE THE BALLOTS AS THEY ARE CALLED DURING THE COUNT.

NOW IS THE TIME!

IF EVER WE IN LOWNDES COUNTY HAD A CHANCE TO COME TOGETHER TO MAKE POLITICAL DECISIONS ABOUT OUR OWN LIVES — NOW IS THE TIME!

IF EVER THERE WAS A TIME FOR NEGROES TO LEAVE THE WHITE SUPREMACY DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF ALABAMA ALONE — NOW IS THE TIME!

IF EVER WE HAD A CHANCE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT THE YEARS OF LOW PAY, BEATINGS, BURNINGS OF HOMES, DENIAL OF THE RIGHT TO VOTE, BAD EDUCATION AND WASHED-OUT ROADS —— NOW IS THE TIME!

JOIN THE
LOWNDES COUNTY FREEDOM ORGANIZATION
RT. 1, BOX 191
HAYNEVILLE, ALABAMA
LOWNDES COUNTY
FREEDOM ORGANIZATION